Frequency analysis of amide-linked rotaxane mimetics.
A vibrational analysis of 2-fold hydrogen bonds between an isophthalic amide donor and different acceptors is presented. These systems can be considered as mimetics for the hydrogen-binding situation of numerous supramolecular compounds such as rotaxanes, catenanes, knotanes, and anion receptors. We calculated pronounced red-shifts up to 65 cm(-1) for the stretching modes of the acceptor carbonyl as well as for the donor NH2 groups, whereas we observe a blue shift for the NH2 bending modes and an additional weak hydrogen bond between the acceptor and the middle C-H group of the donor. The red and blue shifts observed for different modes in various complexes have been correlated with the binding energy of the complexes, independently. In comparison with comparable single hydrogen bonds, we find for the 2-fold hydrogen bonds smaller red shifts for the N-H stretch modes of the donor but larger red shifts for the C=O stretch mode of the acceptor. Furthermore, our results indicate that the pronounced blue shift of the C-H stretch mode is basically caused by the fact that the acceptor is fixed directly above this group due to the 2-fold hydrogen bond.